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computation part contains several operational blocks or IPcores which connect to a communication part (routers) through
resource network interface (RNI). The communication part is a
set of links and routers that transport packets from source IP to
destination IP. Several topologies have been proposed for this
part (see, [4][5][6][7][8]). Some of these topologies are shown
in Figure 1. In this figure, the IP-cores are shown by white
squares while routers are shown by black squares.
The first topology is SPIN which was proposed in [8]. SPIN
is a tree based topology that every node has 4 children and
parent is replicated 4 times at any level. A mesh based
interconnect architecture is proposed in [5] that consist of an
M×N mesh of routers. Each router has been connected to one
IP core and four neighboring routers, except for the routers in
the edges. Therefore, the number of routers is equal to the
number of IP blocks.
2D-torus is another commonly used topology presented in
[4]. 2D-torus is basically the same as a regular mesh except in
the edge routers. The routers at the edges are connected to the
routers at the opposite edge through a wrap-around channel.
These long wrap-around channels can yield excessive delays.
However, this delay can be avoided by folding the torus [7].
The performance is one of very important parameter in
NoCs. In this paper, we introduced a topology named MultiLevel-Mesh (MLM) that reduces latency and power and
increase throughput. In section 2, we introduce the proposed
MLM topology. In Section 3, our router will be introduced.
The power and latency issues for the proposed scheme are
described in section 4. The experimental results are given in
section 5 and in section 6 we extend 2-level mesh to multilevel mesh. Finally the summary and conclusion are presented
in Section 7.

Abstract- In this paper, we introduce a new topology for network
on chips which is named Multi-Level Mesh topology. The MultiLevel Mesh topology is basically similar to the 2D-mesh

with this difference that we have several meshes that have
some common routers. This architecture reduces the latency
and the dynamic power consumption in NoCs and can improve
the communication throughput in high traffic applications. This
architecture reduces the latency of 3×3, 5×5, and 7×7 2-level
mesh architectures about 12.5%, 21.4%, and 18.5% related to
mesh architecture, respectively. The results are expected to
improve further if a better adaptive routing algorithm is utilized.
Index Terms— Network-on-Chip, latency, topology, Multi-Level
Mesh, routers.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The integration of a system onto a chip (SoC) in near future
will become very difficult due to the fact that the number of
transistors on a chip will exceed one billion with several
hundred cores very soon [1]. These large systems may have a
lot of problems. Delay of wires, synchronization, power
consumption, scalability, reusability, and bus-bandwidth are
some of these problems which most of them originates from
long wire delays [1][2][3][4][5].
Usually, the interconnect architecture in the traditional SoCs
is based on dedicated wires or shared buses. In dedicated wires
approach, every bus is common between only two cores. In this
approach the number of wires in the system increase
exponentially as the number of cores grows. Shared bus is a set
of wires common to multiple cores. This approach is more
scalable and reusable than dedicated wires. However, we only
allow have one communication transition at a time in the bus
limiting the bandwidth and scalability of this interconnect
architecture. So, this architecture is not suitable for large SoCs
[3].
Network-on-Chip (NoC), as a new SoC paradigm, is a good
solution to reduce these problems [2][4][5]. A NoC is a regular
tile-based architecture that provides the communication
infrastructure for resources. Each NoC has two main parts
which are computation part and communication part. The

a) SPIN

b) 2D-mesh

Figure 1. some already proposed topology
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II. MULTI-LEVEL MESH TOPOLOGY
Here, we propose a new topology, named Multi-Level Mesh
or MLM which reduces the latency and dynamic power
consumption and increases throughput of the communication
part of a NoC. The MLM topology is basically similar to the
2D-mesh with this difference that we have several meshes that
have some common routers. For example, consider a 2-level
(2N-1) × (2N-1) mesh architecture that consists of two meshes.
The main mesh (the first level) is an (2N-1) × (2N-1) regular
2D-mesh topology. In the second level, there is an N × N 2Dmesh. All routers in the second level mesh have nine ports
(except for the edge routers) and they are common between the
first level and second level meshes. Other routers which are in
the first level mesh are 5-port routers. Figure 2 shows a 5 × 5 2level mesh topology that consist a 5 × 5 mesh in the first level
and a 3 × 3 mesh in the second level. This NoC has 25 routers
consisting nine 9-port routers and sixteen 5-port routers. Our
experimental results show that 5-port and 9-port routers have
1837 and 4549 gates. So, each 9-port router is about 2.5 times
larger than a 5-port router. Thus, a 5 × 5 2-level mesh NoC has
about 54% more area overhead in the routers compared to a 5 ×
5 regular 2D-mesh NoC. If the size of each IP-core is 1 × 1, the
total link length in a 5 × 5 regular 2D-mesh and in a 5 × 5 2level mesh will be 40 and 64, respectively, leading to about
60% area overhead in the link length. Table 1 shows some
specification of an (2N-1) × (2N-1) 2-level mesh. So, the area
overhead of 9-port routers in a N×N 2-Level Mesh topology is
37.5(1 + 1/N)2 percent and the area overhead of links is
50(N+1)/N percent for N  3. This suggests that the area
overhead of the routers is in the range of 37.5% to 66.7% and
the area overhead of the links is in the range of 50% to 66.7%.
Our experimental results show that the average number of
routers between two random IP-cores in 3 × 3, 5 × 5, and 7 × 7
2-level mesh architecture are about 13%, 17%, and 21% less
than those in the corresponding mesh architecture. On the other
hand, because the number of paths between two functional IPcores in 2-level mesh is more than the regular mesh, the traffic
in 2-level mesh is lower than that of mesh and the bandwidth in
the 2-level mesh is more than the bandwidth of the mesh
topology. Therefore, it is expected that 2-level mesh to have a
lower latency as well.

Figure 2. 5 × 5 3-Level mesh topology.
Table 1
Some specification of (2N-1)×(2N-1) 2-Level Mesh topology.

Total number of routers

(2N - 1)2

Total number of 5-port routers

3N2 – 4N + 1

Total number of 9-port routers

N2

Total number of short links

4(N - 1)(2N - 1)

Total number of long links

2N(N - 1)

Each 5 × 5 router has 5 34-bit input latches, 5 input port, 5
output ports, and 5 34-bit output latches. Each packet is divided
to several 32-bit flits where the first flit has the routing
information such as the destination address. When an input
latch receives the first flit of the incoming packet (SOP), the
corresponding input port reads the destination address filed and
selects an output port to deliver the input flits. Then the output
port sends the incoming flit to the next router through its output
latch and the corresponding link. The rest of the flits of the
corresponding packet are transferred toward the destination
through the same path.
If in the same time, more than one input port send packets to
same output port, an arbiter select one of them and send
selected packet through corresponding output latch on the
output link. The arbiter works with a semi-round-robin
algorithm. First, each input port has an arbitrary priority. When
an output port accepts one request, the priority of
corresponding input port is lowered. This way we make sure
that all input packets would obtain a chance to be transported to
output links. The routing algorithm in 9-port routers is similar
to the XY routing algorithm. However, wherever possible, the
incoming packets would go through the second level mesh.

III. ROUTERS
In this section, we explain the routers for the proposed
topology. Several structures for routers were already proposed.
Some researchers have proposed fully asynchronous routers
[9][10] and some of them have proposed GloballyAsynchronous-Locally-synchronous or GALS structure
[11][12]. We consider parallel 32-bit links and GALS routers.
So, every router has a local clock generator and all internal part
of a router is synchronized with this local clock, but two
neighboring routers communicate together asynchronously.
Every link in our design has 32-bit for data (flits) and 2-bit to
determine start and end of packets (SOP and EOP) and 2-bit
for request (Req) and acknowledge (Ack) signals.
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2 × 2 2D-mesh topologies. In this figure we have not shown the
functional IP-cores for a better clarity. Every link in the fourthlevel mesh is twice longer than the third-level links, 4 times
longer than the second level links, and 8 times longer than the
first level links.

IV. POWER AND LATENCY EVALUATION
The model proposed in [13], named bit energy model, may
be used for the energy consumption of the network. The bit
energy (Ebit) is defined as the energy consumed when one bit of
data is transported through the router.
E bit E routers  E links
(1)

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

where Erouter represents the energy consumed by the router
(switch, buffers, and internal wires) and Elink represents the
energy consumed by charging and discharging of the link
capacitance. In this model, the average energy consumption for
sending one bit data from tile ti to tile tj in a 2D-mesh is given
by
t ,t

Ebiti j

nR  ER5  (nR  1)  Elink

To evaluate the proposed architecture, we designed and
simulated NoCs with 3 × 3, 5 × 5, and 7 × 7 2-level mesh
topologies and their corresponding 2D-mesh. In our
simulations, each packet has eight 32-bit flits. Each functional
IP-core generates 1000 packets and delivers them to the
network with a random destination address. We changed the
packet rate injection from 10% to 100% and determined the
latency and the power consumption in every NoC. The results
of our simulations are shown in the Figure 4. As is evident
from this figure, the average latency reduction in 3 × 3, 5 × 5,
and 7 × 7 2-level mesh architectures are about 12.5%, 21.4%,
and 18.5% compared to those of the corresponding mesh
topologies.
As described before, the 9 × 9 routers transports input
packets through long links if it is possible. Therefore, in large
NoCs with the 2-level mesh topology, long links have more
traffic than short links. If we use an adaptive routing algorithm
to achieve the uniform traffic in the network, the average
latency reduction in large topologies such as 7 × 7 2-level mesh
is considerably more than those of small topologies. Table 2
shows that the average number of routers in every packet path
that is about 5.61 and 4.44 in 7 × 7 2D-mesh and 2-level mesh
topologies, respectively. Recall that in the mesh topology, all
routers are the same while in the 2-level mesh topology some
routers have 9 ports and consume power about 3o% more than
5-port routers. But total power consumption in 2-level mesh is
less than 2D-mesh.

(2)

where nR is the number of routers between tiles ti to tile tj.
ER5 and Elink are the energy consumptions in a 5-port router and
a mesh link, respectively [14]. The 2-level mesh architecture
has two kinds of router and link. Therefore, the average energy
consumption for sending one bit data from tile ti to tile tj in a 2level-mesh is:
t ,t

Ebiti j

nR5  ER5  nR9  ER9  (nL1  2.nL2 )  Elink

(3)

where nR5 and nR9 are the numbers of 5 and 9 port routers,
respectively, and nL1 and nL2 are the numbers of short and long
links, respectively, in the path between tile ti to tile tj, ER5 and
ER9 are the energy consumptions in a 5-port and 9-port routers,
respectively, and Elink is the energy consumption in a normal
link. We have
n R  1 n L1  2 n L 2
(4)
n R ! nR 5  nR 9

(5)

which suggests that the power consumption in the links of
the 2-level mesh architecture is the same as that of the mesh
architecture. If ER9 is close to ER5, the dynamic power
consumption of 2-level mesh is lower than that of mesh.
The latency between two tiles is a function of the number of
the routers in the path, the total length of the links in the path,
and the traffic of the path. In the 2-level mesh architecture, the
total length of the links in the path is the same as that of 2Dmesh but the number of the routers between the two far IPcores and the traffic of the path is less than those of mesh.
Therefore, we expect that the average latency in a 2-level mesh
to be less than the average latency in the mesh architecture. But
for neighboring functional IP-cores, the latencies in the two
topologies are the same. This is due to the fact that the
neighboring IP-cores communicate together through the same
router in the two architectures.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the Multi-Level Mesh
architecture to reduce the latency and the power of NoCs. In
the topology, we add some new path between far IP-cores.
Therefore, this architecture reduces the latency and the power
consumption for the transactions between these cores while not
affecting the power consumption for local transactions. The
experimental results showed that the latencies of 3 × 3, 5 × 5,
and 7 × 7 2-level mesh architectures were reduced about
12.5%, 21.4%, and 18.5% compared to the corresponding mesh
architectures. If a good adaptive routing algorithm is used, one
can achieve even better results. The area overhead of the
prpopsed architecture was between 37.5% to 66.7% compared
to the corresponding 2D-mesh topologies.

V. MULTI-LEVEL MESH TOPOLOGY
To extend the 2-level mesh topology to multi-level mesh
topology, we can add additional layers on top of the 2-level
mesh architecture. Figure 3 shows a 9 × 9 4-level mesh
topology which is a combination of four 9 × 9, 5 × 5, 3 × 3, and
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Table 2
Power in 2-level mesh architecture

Size

# of

of

# of routers in 2-level
mesh

Routers in
Mesh 5-port router 9-port router
NoC

Power red.
in routers

3×3

2.93

1.38

1.18

0.7%

5×5

4.28

1.95

1.59

6.5%

7×7

5.61

2.39

2.05

10%
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